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ASSIGNMENT

My most significant goal coming into graduate school was to design

a musical that would be produced for the stage. Prior to entering the

program, most of the designs I had done were single set interior unit sets.

Musicals provide a certain challenge when it comes to designing multiple

locations that should be unique but cohesive to each other and the world

of the play. Even more challenging, in my opinion, is figuring out how to

transition between scenes in a way that is not only practical and

functional, but also visual.

Aside from my desire to design a multi location musical, I also

wanted to challenge my creativity as a designer. Being that I had mostly

designed single set interiors, I wanted to learn or incorporate a process

that would open up my imagination to more than just buildings or cutouts

of apartments that have been adapted to fit on a stage. For my thesis

project, I was assigned as the set designer for Head Over Heels which

was the perfect musical to test my ability to create a multi location design

that was just as imaginative as it was functional. The following essay

describes what that process was like after having spent three years in the

program and learning various skills throughout my courses and classwork.
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CHAPTER ONE: EXPECTATION VS REALITY

Coming into graduate school and specifically the Theatre program at

Temple, there were not any set expectations that I had in terms of my education

or what the program could offer me. The only expectation that I did have was that

I would design at least four shows that would be produced and performed in both

of the two theater spaces within the department, but that was part of the

curriculum. However, Covid-19 threw a curveball at all of us.

I was projected to design four productions throughout my time in the

program, only two of which were actually realized, and the second being

downsized due to the rippled effect that Covid created within not only the city of

Philadelphia, but Temple University as well. It was a very challenging but

enlightening experience, especially in a field that relies so heavily on in-person

events.

As disheartening and perhaps disappointing as it was to have two shows

fully designed and ready to be produced canceled, the experience invited new

opportunities for learning and growth as a designer and collaborator. Of course, it

was easy to dwell on my disappointment and lack of “accomplishment” but I

knew that that would only hinder my process and approach moving forward.

Theatre is rarely so cut and dry. The very nature of this world is adaptability and

forward movement.
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In an attempt to keep the students involved and engaged, the department

took on what has become known as “zoom theatre.” It was not an easy process,

and something many of us felt should be left to our peers over in the film

department, but we persisted nonetheless. We quickly learned how ill-equipped

we are as live entertainers, designers, producers, etc. for that realm. However,

“zoom theatre” presented many opportunities for learning and growth as we were

all coping with our isolation from each other and our profession.

Even after returning from a year online, we were still not free from the grip

of Covid and its endless trickle. My thesis project, something I had much

anticipated, fell subject to Covid’s resilient nature and provided unforeseen

challenges that were frustrating to say the least, but also a necessary part of my

education and growth as a designer. It is easy to look back and wonder what my

graduate school career could have been like if Covid had never happened, but I

think that, as devastating as Covid’s impact was on the world, I am better for it.
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CHAPTER TWO: THE RETURN TO LIVE THEATRE

One of the few expectations that came along with being in a graduate

program was the opportunity to design a musical that would be produced,

something I had never done before. In the spring of 2020, I was slated to design

the opera Little Women, which was to open late that March. The world shut down

just weeks before opening. The following fall, with the hopes of a safe return to

campus, I was assigned the fall musical, Urinetown, which also was canceled

due to Covid and the University’s decision to resume classes online for the safety

of the faculty, staff, and students.

Having not only two shows, but two shows that were not merely straight

plays canceled felt like the rug being pulled out from under me as one can

imagine. But I did not let it get to me because there was still work to be done and

opportunities for learning other skills. When it was finally time for a safe return to

campus and a somewhat normal theatre season, I was assigned the spring

musical, Head Over Heels. I found myself very apprehensive at the beginning of

the design process. It felt surreal to be returning, daunting to be taking on such a

massive project after a hiatus from live theatre, but also exciting to be creating for

the stage again. However, I did not realize just how much my apprehension was

affecting me. I felt creatively stunted, almost burnt out in a way because I spent

so much of my time during the Covid shutdown trying new mediums, learning
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new skills, creating art in different forms; I was forcing myself to create so that I

would not become complacent. Amidst my excitement for a new show, the fear of

cancellation or reversion to “zoom theatre” still lingered in the back of my mind. It

was not lost on me that I could design a show in its entirety with the hope and

expectation that it will be presented to an audience only for it to be canceled

months later. Through the encouragement and mentorship of the head of the

design program, my “art block” faded and the process began. For a while, the

process proceeded in the typical way: design meetings, followed by concept

sketches, color palette choices, renderings, and a full schedule of production

meetings. What began in early October seemed to be moving along as smoothly

as any of us on the design and production team could have hoped for.
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CHAPTER THREE: A MUCH ANTICIPATED PROJECT

My very first meeting back in October was with the Lighting Designer,

Costume Designer, and the Director. Head Over Heels is a fascinating mix of old

world and new world. The names of the characters are all Greek whereas the

language of the dialogue is Elizabethan, and the music is all songs by The

Go-Go’s.  There are many different styles of scenic design that can be applied to

any given set, and sometimes a script or even a director is very specific about

their needs and desires for a set. As fantastical as the show is visually, it was

difficult for me to pinpoint exactly what kind of approach I wanted to take; mix that

with my struggle recovering from the disappointment of previously canceled

shows, the task before me was quite daunting and overwhelming. The director

left our imaginations open-ended. He told us to find images that appear in our

minds as we analyze the script and add them to a shared folder; this way we

could see what each other is picturing, but also find ways to make our designs

cohesive and complimentary. It was refreshing to work with a director who had

few preconceived ideas about visuals regarding the show and that we as

designers were able to flex our creative natures without boundary.
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Americana Tattoo Research

The images we each respectively sourced drew from various time periods

that preceded each other, so even while they were different decades and styles,

they were not drastic enough that anything seemed out of place. I thought that

once I had my research images to draw inspiration from that the ideas would just

start coming to me. But they did not. Every idea I had felt forced, uninspired,

inadequate. This was my thesis and I did not know where to start. I felt as if

jumping back into designing for the stage would be muscle memory. It was

anything but. The imposter syndrome set in and I started having doubts about my

capabilities.
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A few mentoring meetings, refreshers, and some sketching helped work

me out of my art block. The first production meeting with the production team as

a whole took place a few weeks after the initial design meetings. I pitched my

idea for the set that was to be “unapologetically theatrical” because how can we

return to the stage and not pursue the spectacle that live theatre allows us? The

concept was approved and it was time to dig in.

Eyvind Earle, Sleeping Beauty Reference
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE PROCESS BEGINS

With research images narrowed down and notes thoroughly reviewed, I

decided to combine classic tudor architecture with a slightly less stylized

interpretation of Americana tattoo art.  Coming from a scenic painting

background, this project was designed to test and exemplify my skills as a

painter. The initial design included a fully painted false prosceneium, four fully

painted traveling legs, and a painted keyhole drop.

Rough Digital Sketch of US Traveling Legs
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Rough Digital Sketch of Keyhole Drop

In addition to the two dimensional painted scenic elements, the design

also included two rolling stair units, two rectangular boxes that had foam applied

and carved to look like rubble, and finally, a series of digital renderings created

from scratch to be projected within the opening of the keyhole drop. During the

Covid shutdown, I spent much of my time taking classes and learning how to

create paintings and drawings digitally, so part of the intent behind the projected

renderings was to put those skills into practice.
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Digital Composite of Full Set

For the first production meeting with the full staff of mentors, designers,

advisors, etc. I shared my concept sketches and pitched this idea of an

“unapologetically theatrical” approach to my design. The idea was well received

and minimal, if any changes were needed. The next step in my process was

refining those sketches into clean line art not only so that my renderings would

be accurate, but also for the sake of replicating these lines on a much larger

scale. Hours upon hours were spent drafting each piece of the design, and while

the burnout of staring at a screen meticulously placing curve after curve started

to set in, I had a deadline to hit.
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Traveling Legs Drawing

My goal with this project was to be intentional with each step of the

process and try not to rush through them so that I could have fully completed

visuals. I was in constant communication with the technical director about my

design drafting because, of all the areas in my process, drafting was the one with

the most room for improvement. He shared examples with me of the types of

working files and plates that he has seen in the professional world, and worked

closely with me to make sure my draftings made sense, were accurately labeled,

and contained notes that were understandable.
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With the design drafting completed and sent off to the team, I started

working on colored pencil renderings. I wanted to do the renderings in this

medium because I had spent so much of the previous year creating various

projects digitally, and because rendering in colored pencil was part of my

undergraduate training. In my haste and due to the size of each piece, it was

difficult for me to find a realistic scale in which I could adequately define certain

details I hoped to create in the sizable painted version; half inch scale was simply

too big for the paper space, and quarter inch was too small to work in. The

renderings ended up being in no defined scale, simply what could fit on the paper

space large enough for me to render small details.

The last step in my design process was building a half inch color model.

Something new that I tried was using my Cricut Maker to cut out various pieces I

had drafted and build from there. Being that the majority of this design was two

dimensional, utilizing the machine proved very useful and lent itself well to the

efficiency of my process. Typically, the color model is presented to the production

and design team prior to the start of the build process. However, being that

Winter Break fell in the middle of the design process, and because the university

decided that the first two weeks of spring semester courses would be held online,

I was not able to present the color model to the team until our next in person

meeting, which fell towards the end of the build process. Even before the

truncated schedule, the build process was tight because of the other shows that

were being built and produced at the same time. But now, with losing a total of
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eighty hours of graduate assistant work in addition to the hours that the

undergraduate contract students would put in, our team had only forty-eight

hours to build an entire set.

Colored Pencil Rendering of Keyhole Drop
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CHAPTER FIVE: DÉJÀ VU

When the announcement came that the first two weeks of the semester

would be held strictly in a virtual format, a series of mixed emotions flooded my

mind. I immediately went into troubleshooting mode. Emails, texts, phone calls

came and went; there was a day where I had four meetings back to back about

the direction the set needed to go in order for us to make it work. Discussions

about a live audience versus a livestream with no audience influenced much of

our decision making. I felt panicked, disappointed, defeated, overwhelmed, and

stressed, but as the saying goes “the show must go on.” I think everyone felt a

sense of defeat that was almost strong enough to convince us to cancel the

show. It was not worth the hassle of trying to produce a musical on Zoom

especially with how far into the process we already were and were not at the

same time; we had not started building the set yet, lighting had not focused any

lights, the actors had all been learning choreography on Zoom, and the band did

not even start rehearsals at that point. Ultimately the decision came down to if we

had to move Head Over Heels to an online format, we would simply cancel the

show.

With all of this that had been looming in the back of my mind becoming a

reality, it was difficult to not just accept defeat. Throughout the troubleshooting

process, we discussed downsizing the set and how that would affect the

storytelling we anticipated. Two of the four traveling legs had been cut and the
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remaining two legs were made stationary. The passerelle that would have

allowed the actors to “travel” around the pit was also cut. These two elements

were among the most mechanical aspects of “unapologetic theatre” because of

the movement they encouraged and symbolized. Among the elements that were

cut from the original design was the false proscenium, something that was a

visual feat in and of itself. Cutting this piece created a trickle down of challenges

that we did not necessarily foresee as being as problematic as they were. With

this new approach settled upon, and the two weeks of virtual coming to an end,

the team was ready to get to work.
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CHAPTER SIX: A NEW APPROACH

With the potential of Covid throwing a wrench in our season looming in the

back of my mind and then becoming a reality, it was difficult to not accept defeat.

Throughout the troubleshooting process, we discussed downsizing the set and

how that would affect the storytelling that we created and anticipated. Two of the

four traveling legs had been cut and the remaining two legs were made

stationary. The passerelle that would have allowed the actors to “travel” around

the pit was also cut. These two elements were among the most mechanical

aspects of “unapologetic theatre” because of the movement they encouraged

and symbolized. Among the elements that were cut from the original design was

the false proscenium, something that was a visual feat in and of itself. Cutting

this piece created a trickle down of challenges that we did not necessarily

foresee as being as problematic as they were.

Many discussions were held during production meetings about the usage

of line sets for the various scenic elements. This design was the first of mine to

utilize many line sets; every piece of scenery, aside from two rolling stair units

and two rubble boxes, were hung from battens. The battens that did not have

scenery hanging from them were used to hang masking soft goods. None of us

realized just how much the absence of the false proscenium would affect the

sightlines of the audience; even with an updated ground plan and section of the

space and a new line set schedule for the remaining scenery, some masking

issues did not become issues until we could see them in real time.
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Original Ground Plan
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Adjusted Ground Plan

The most significant masking issue we came across was masking the

batten that the keyhole drop was tied to. There were no more available battens to

hang a border from that would solve the issue, so we ended up flying the keyhole

drop out until the batten was just out of sight. Thankfully, when we cut the fabric

for the keyhole drop from another drop we had in storage, we left a few extra

inches at the bottom. Those few inches saved us in the long run.

Because the team only had forty-eight hours to build and paint the set, a

simplified paint treatment was discussed. I had tried different variations of my

approach and attempted to alter the colored pencil renderings in Photoshop to
18



achieve a more color block look as opposed to the highly detailed look of original

renderings. In theory, creating a color block look to the design would allow for a

paint by number approach to the paint application. However, when I actually

reached that part of the process, creating the line art and labels for each area of

the new renderings was much more time consuming than I had anticipated and

did not create a more efficient technique. I also was simply not happy with the

simplified look of the renderings, and after having to downsize so much of my

design, it was difficult to move on from the original renderings.

Drawing with Paint by Number Labels
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I decided to trust the process. I wanted to try using only three to four

colors for each section of the drop and the legs; a highlight, midtone, and shadow

for each color. I pulled colors from the digital rendering to make swatches then

spent eight hours mixing paint and tracking recipes for each color. While I worked

on creating recipes and mixing paint, an undergraduate contract student with

significant knowledge about scenic painting was tasked with starting the paint

application on the drop. I was still able to utilize the paint by number technique

with the midtone layer. On the line art drawings I made, I labeled each area with

the corresponding swatch name so that student workers could grab the paint

color off the shelf and apply it where indicated. Laying down the base (midtone)

for each section through the paint by number technique was very successful and

helpful. As the team of paint contract students spent their time filling in areas with

midtone, two other paint contract students and myself started adding the highlight

and shadow colors to the sections that already had their midtone color  applied.

Even with this going as smoothly and successfully as it had, it still was not

enough to complete the drop within the timeframe allotted. Myself, as well as two

paint contract students, spend much of our free time coming into the shop to

work on the drop so that it could be completed in time for it to be hung in its

place. I alone spent fifty hours painting the drop.
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Swatch Recipes Page 1
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Swatch Recipes Page 2
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The two stationary, hard legs followed the same paint process and

application as the keyhole drop. Each leg took around twelve hours to complete

with up to eight students working on them at any given time. Because of their

width, we had to build make-shift bridges that allowed us to work overtop of the

legs without actually putting any weight on the legs themselves. While this was a

clever solution, there came a point in the process where it was difficult to have

more than one or two painters working at one time because there simply was not

enough space and the bridges could only support one person at a time. When all

was said and done, I was very pleased with how everything had turned out. I am

glad that I did not attempt a more color block look and stuck closely to the

original design.

To stay within the limits of not only time but the budget, we decided to cut

the opening in the keyhole drop and hang it without using opera netting as

reinforcement. Due to the nature of the design, there were a few structural flaws

that I had overlooked that arose after the fact. A portion of the opening started to

droop to a noticeable degree. The technical director and I spoke through various

solutions and landed on applying fishing line to pick points and securing them in

such a way that would return the drooping portions to their intended positions.

While this was not perfectly effective, it was enough that the drop looked as it

should from the house of the theater. Due to the changing in humidity levels, and

the settling weight of the drop, the fishing line had to be reattached, reinforced
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with gaff tape and staples, and added in certain areas. A wooden frame that

resembled an asymmetrical picket fence was secured to the deck upstage of

keyhole drop which was then secured to said frame by using staples to help with

the sagging underneath the opening of the drop. The magic of theatre, in my

mind, is the illusion that the audience never sees the back of a set piece (unless

otherwise intentioned) so they are more or less ignorant to how something so

spectacular can be jury-rigged.

Even though the projections were always part of the original design, I still

found myself feeling worried that I would not have time to complete them, or at

least complete them to the level of polish that I wanted. However, between

classes, teaching, dedicating my spare time to painting the set, and working in

the shop, I managed to find time to make all of the projected images from

scratch. Because I spent so much of my time during the Covid-19 shutdown in

2020 learning and practicing digital art, I was able to streamline my workflow,

therefore creating the digital renderings was not as daunting a task that I had

originally anticipated. After speaking with the director, I started with a series of

black and white rough composites that I would later revisit and add color and

lighting effects to before finalizing the details of each.
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Projection Image Roughs

Projection Image Finals
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Prepping each image for projection was a process completely new to me.

Much of the sightlines could be troubleshooted in Photoshop, but I did not realize

how much of the adjustments would take place in real time. I spent a few

afternoons doing some trial and error testing with the projection coordinator to

figure out the exact sizing of each image and what details got lost through the

viewport of the keyhole drop. All of the adjustments required were minimal and

relatively easy fixes, but it certainly was a tedious task. Learning how to cue the

projections and time their transitions with the lighting cues as well as certain

actor blocking cues was also something totally new to me, but the projection

coordinator taught me how to use QLab, which is a cue programing application

the theatre department uses for sound and video cues.

Pasture Projection Image
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Pasture Projection Mock Up

All in all, the projections functioned exactly how they were intended, which

was to depict the changes in location throughout the course of the musical. The

director and I settled on a stylized look for them, nothing too detailed or realistic,

but not too simple or juvenile. The final product found a perfect balance and did

not pull the audience from the world of the play.
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Mad About You
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CHAPTER SEVEN: REFLECTION & CONCLUSION

Head Over Heels from my point of view was a huge success. For the

everyday theater goer or even a first time audience member, they saw a piece of

theatre that functioned as expected and provided the same level of quality as any

show with an uninterrupted production schedule would. Even as someone who

was behind the scenes and was part of the troubleshooting process, when I saw

the show as an audience member and not the scenic designer, I had almost

forgotten the amount of pivoting it took to make this production a reality. Of

course I knew which scenic elements were missing and how they could have

complimented the production, but even in their absence the scenery still looked

cohesive and intentional.

Some goals that I had set for myself for this specific project were to go

through a complete and thorough design process with polished final draftings,

renderings, models, etc. It is sometimes difficult to meet certain deadlines within

the production schedule especially as a graduate student who is taking classes,

teaching classes, and working on classwork not related to the production. Of

course hitting those deadlines is less difficult when the quality of the work is

lesser, but I never want to show others something that is not polished because it

tends to only create more confusion or questions about what the final product is

actually intended to be. Thankfully, most if not all of the major deadlines were

prior to winter break, so when the news dropped that we would be virtual for two

weeks, having all of the preparedness in advance made the pivot smoother.
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A lot of the time I spent working on Head Over Heels specifically once the

set was in production, I felt as if I was on autopilot. I knew what needed to be

done and I knew it had to be done by any means necessary. It is easy for people

who work in theatre to get burnt out because of how demanding of your time

theatre can be. When a person is  a designer on a show, there is a concentrated

period of time where everyone is asking that person questions and they cannot

always just delegate them to someone else. The designer has to constantly be

thinking about everything, and it can get overwhelming, and that is why it was so

important to me to make sure I had all of my ducks in a row.

The feeling of running on autopilot came from the fatigue and defeat that

Covid brought on. I had this sense of loss but not complete loss and that is what

kept me moving forward. I admit, there were times where I questioned why I was

trying so hard for a show that had been downsized so much. But because I came

into the program expecting to have the opportunity to design at least four, maybe

even six shows, it was difficult to comprehend the reality that I will be graduating

after three years of schooling having only designed two shows that were

produced. But even as I was running on autopilot, I never felt a sense of burnout

when it came to working on Head Over Heels. There was never a day where I

truly did not feel like going into the shop and painting. I remember one day I was

not able to work on the pieces out on the stage because there was a class taking

place in the theater and I saw that the rubble boxes had only gotten a base coat

of paint, so I decided to work on those. I could have easily used that time to work
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on classwork or take a break, but the boxes needed to get painted eventually and

I was there so why not?

It was not until tech week when I was able to fully appreciate this

production. The autopilot had worn off, the bulk of my work was done, and all that

was left was to tweak minor notes if there were any. It was a relief to be finished

and to not feel that constant panic of going into the shop and painting during

every minute of spare time that I had. I remember very early on in the process

my mentor said to me, “you don’t seem excited about this show. Why?” I did not

know how to answer him at the time because I did not quite know why I was

feeling that way. In hindsight, the fear of having another show that was fully

designed get canceled because of Covid was lingering in the back of my mind. I

had this gut feeling that something was going to happen, and it did. After the first

run through, I finally felt excited. It was rewarding seeing all of those months of

hard work come together despite the hiccups to become something truly

wonderful.

My time in graduate school was unique to say the least. There is now a

collective group of people who went through the same moment in time that will

forever impact their lives. Academically speaking, an entire year and a half was

“taken away” by Covid-19. As disappointing as it is to be graduating with a

Masters in Fine Arts having only designed and produced two shows during the

program, there are a lot of skills and a lot that I learned about myself that I might

not have if Covid had not happened. Digital art, for example,  is never something

I imagined myself attempting, but now it is a staple in my process and something
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I utilize quite frequently not only in my professional projects, but within my

personal projects as well. While it is easy to imagine or even daydream about

what my graduate school experience could have been like if Covd-19 had not

happened, I am grateful for the experience I did have and the growth it provided.
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